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LET OUR KIDS BE KIDS - 3rd MAY KIDS STRIKE  
 
Website:   https://letthekidsbekids.wordpress.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/parentssupportteachers 
Twitter:   @KidsBeKids3May 
Petition:   38degrees 

Let Our Kids Be Kids was launched by a group of Year 2 parents who have had enough… enough of endless 
testing, enough of teachers not being trusted to teach, enough of an Ofsted driven, dull, dry curriculum aimed 
solely at passing SATs.   Petitions have been signed, letters have been written but no one is listening… parents 
feel that this government seems determined to destroy our children’s childhoods and turn education into 
another privatised commodity.  Let Our Kids Be Kids urges parents to use their collective Parent Power 
and take children out of school on May 3rd to support teachers and schools who aim to boycott 
Year 2 SAT exams. 

The campaign was launched on 28th March and grew rapidly throughout parents on Facebook delighted that 
something other than signing a petition was available to them to vent their frustration.  Many parents have 
found that signing a petition inevitably gains a disappointing, standard response from government designed to 
fob off and pay lip service to the democratic process. Being able to take some sort of action by simply keeping 
their children off school for a day presents a very real option for parents to firmly show SUPPORT for a SATS 
boycott.   

Example quotes from parents on Facebook...  

 "My son is 7 and struggles with reading and writing, I'm stressed beyond believe with supporting him 
and the impending sats as well as all the home work we have to do!"   

 "My youngest is sooo stressed out over the SAT tests coming up in May he's beside himself with worry 
I'd gladly take him out of school for the day"  

 "Totally agree, children do not need this pressure! Too much too young, other country's do not do this 
and children's achievements at the end of schooling are much higher than ours, says it all!!" 

Teachers as well as parents are showing their support for action - many commenting that they feel 
their hands are tied in an Ofsted driven. target based teaching process which does not value the individual 
needs of the children they teach.   

Example quotes from teachers on Facebook...  

 "The only way we can beat this government's ridiculous ideas is to make sure parents and teachers are 
joined in their determination"     

 "The current assessment arrangements and the culture of testing goes against my principles and beliefs. 
I will not stand by and watch this Govt destroy education. I fully support parents and believe that 
together we have strength"   

 "I'm a teacher and have shared. I'll also be voting in my union's ballot to strike. Want to try and save 
what is left of the English education system. Hopefully the government will listen to the concerns of 
parents and teachers." 

Our KEY MESSAGE to parents is that this is NOT a campaign against your wonderful school or against your 
lovely class teacher - it is a direct message to the government that we've had enough of SATs testing and 
Ofsted driven teaching.  It is a show of support to teachers everywhere that they will have overwhelming 
parental enthusiasm for a boycott of SATS and a return to a curriculum based on the joy and wonder of 
learning.  It is a campaign to Let Our Kids Be Kids again.   

It is IMPERATIVE to our campaign that the organisers behind it remain anonymous - as soon as we identify 
ourselves then this becomes a battle against one particular school or one particular teacher - it's the complete 
opposite of that as a campaign against government education policy and hence we want to maintain a 
NATIONAL and GROUP identity.  We understand the need for press coverage to take a personal approach and 
for radio to have the voice of the people involved but think that in this case that would actually hinder our 
campaign.   

https://letthekidsbekids.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/parentssupportteachers
https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/parents-support-sats-boycott-kids-strike-3rd-may


KEY POINTS: 

May 3rd has been chosen as a probable non testing day in the hope that our campaign will prevent the 
exams having to take place.   

Teaching Unions, Head Teacher Unions and LEAs have all been contacted to explain the campaign is in 
support of a SATs boycott and not an attack against schools or teachers. 

Template letters for parents to use to explain the exceptional circumstance as to why their child will not be 
at school on 3rd May are on the website for parents to 
download. https://letthekidsbekids.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/3rd-may-absence-letter.pdf 

A 38 Degrees campaign gathered over 10,000 signatures in less than a week showing widespread support 
for action against the SAT exams. 

There have been displays of support on Twitter from the teaching unions retweeting our campaign.  

Parents have begun organising alternative, fun learning activities on 3rd May such as picnics in their local 
parks, visits to National Trust, outings to the beach and other places where kids can learn through play and 
be allowed to be kids.   

Since launching the campaign other groups against Year 6 SATs have begun urging supporters to use 3rd 
May as a date to vote with their children's feet.   

Since launching the campaign other groups who are concerned about the enforcement of academies 
effectively privatising education are also considering using 3rd May as a day of national parental protest. 

CASE STUDY: 
“I am a mother of two girls; one in Reception, one in Year 2. Since Christmas my eldest daughter has had 
weekly homework, ‘in the style’ of the new SATS type questions, to prepare her for these tests.  

I do not feel this is age appropriate work and it is certainly not ‘engaging’ or ‘inspiring’ in any way. My daughter 
is still only six and will turn 7 the week of the SATs testing. I have spoken to my daughter’s teacher about the 
homework and feel I understand why they are giving it. Her teacher explained that the class do find the work 
‘dry’ and ‘it is difficult’ for the children to remember the technical terms, such as;’ verb, noun, adverb and 
adjective.’ I got the impression that this very lovely, able and astute teacher, felt that this push to grammar and 
dissecting sentences, identifying words into categories and so forth was not something conducive to great 
reading or writing, nor indeed promoting a love of learning! I agree.   

As far as I am aware the school has to do these tests for their league tables, but I cannot see what good they 
are doing my daughter – my memories of Year 2 were of playing in the playground, making a garden in a demi-
john jar, threading sunflower seeds to make a necklace and learning the recorder!  I really don’t think I knew 
much about beginning sentences with adverbs or fronted adverbials, using two or more adjectives and a comma 
to describe every noun and so forth!  

I asked my Year 2 daughter recently what kind of things she had been doing in the afternoon lessons. When 
asked, “Have you done any art?”  the answer was, “No.”  “Have you done any Games or Design Tech?” The 
answer was “No.”  “What do you do in the afternoon?” I asked. She thought for a while and then said, “Mainly 
English, I think!” This really doesn’t resonate with my early memories and I just feel so sad. The schools need to 
show progress to the Government and Ofsted with these tests; this is certainly not the kind of progress I would 
like to see as a parent. I want to see my daughter keen to go to school, able to experience and to talk about a 
variety of subjects happily and readily.  

The way this Government seems to think it can treat professional people, those who care for and nuture our 
children is a disgrace. Their latest idea to convert ALL schools to academies, whether or not it is wanted by 
those in education, the parents or the pupils themselves seems to me very arrogant!  

For these reasons I'll be joining in on 3rd May to display my concern at my child's education turning away from 
what I believe in and towards some government policy that I want no part in.“ 

https://letthekidsbekids.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/3rd-may-absence-letter.pdf

